



THE HAIRCUT 
$110 


 Indulge yourself with a divine hair washing 
experience before receiving a masterfully 
curated haircut tailored to the hair of your 

dreams. Finish off your hair masterpiece with 
a complimentary blowout.


DRY HAIRCUT 
$80 

With a decade of haircutting experience; dry 
haircutting is a fabulous way to really fine-
tune bulk removal and add texture in a cut. 

Even simply freshen up the ends/layers. This 
service includes mild styling for a natural and 

fresh result. 

BARBERING 
$65


Achieve the short hair of your dreams while 
also maintaining the option of receiving a 
complimentary hair washing and blow dry 

styling. From “pixies” to “fades” the 
possibilities are endless! 

BLOWOUT 
$60 


 From “big & bouncy” to “sleek and shiny” 
and everything in-between. Lets get your hair 

to the look you prefer with this fabulous 
styling experience. Be pampered to a divine 
hair washing before receiving a top-of-the-

line style done by the hands of almost a 
decade of professional talent. 

POSH BLOWOUT 
$90 

After being prepped with the finest amika 
goodies you’ll receive a full and voluminous 
base blowout in which after you’ll be styled 
with an iron to achieve your desired styled 

finish. From neat curls to tousled waves- you 
name it you got it!  

ALL-OVER SINGLE COLORING 
S: $150  |  L: $190  |  XL: $240 

Nourishing colorant is applied from root-to-
tip to achieve desired coverage for fabulous 
color. Ammonia-free options are available. 

Blowout included. 

ROOT REFRESH 
$100


Nourishing colorant is applied to the root 
area to achieve desired coverage. Ammonia-
free options are available. Blowout included. 

ALL-OVER HIGHLIGHTING 
S: $280  |  L: $320  |  XL: $375


This blonding service is done using a 
traditional foil placement to create the most 
beautiful and exquisite color. Ideal for overall 
lightening with dimension. Glaze & Blowout 

included. 

ALL-OVER BALAYAGE 
S: $325  |  L: $360  |  XL: $415


Hand-painted and truly one-of-a-kind color 
placement that is so seamless and provides a 
long-lasting color result. Crafted to be low-

maintenance yet high-impact. Glaze & 
Blowout included. 

PARTIAL HIGHLIGHTING 
$180


This lightening service is done using a 
specific foil placement to create the most 

beautiful and exquisite blonde veil prioritized 
at the top of the head. Ideal for all-over 

highlighting maintenance. Glaze & Blowout 
included. 

PARTIAL BALAYAGE 
$210 

Ideal for all-over balayage maintenance or to 
add seamless brightening to a particular area 

of the hair. Blowout included. 
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DUALSENSES BARBERING 
$95


Add a Goldwell DualSenses treatment for 
that extra TLC your hair deserves! Achieve 

the short hair of your dreams while also 
maintaining the option of receiving a 

complimentary hair washing and styling. 
From “pixies” to “fades” the possibilities are 

endless! 

BANG REFRESH 
$30 

Curtain bangs? Micro-fringe? If you have 
bangs, Dan has talent to shape and style 

them to your desired look. 

DUALSENSES HAIRCUT 
$140


Indulge your strands with a Goldwell 
DualSenses treatment added to your haircut 

experience. With a variety of flavors- this 
treatment is tailored to every hair type and 

provides long-lasting nourishment. 
Experience this one-of-a-kind treatment 

today! 

SILK PRESS 
$120 

After receiving your fabulous blowout- this 
sleek service includes a flat-ironing 

afterwards to keep your straight style lasting 
day-after-day. (Preferable for tighter curly 

hair.) 

PLATINUM CARD 
$150 PER HOUR


All-over lightening technique where every 
section of hair is encased in foil or processed 
open-air to create the most stunning blonde 
canvas, then glazed to your desired finish. 

Goldwell Bond Pro, Glaze, & Blowout 
included. 

PLATINUM CARD REFRESH 
$220


Lightening root regrowth one inch or less 
before glazing to your desired finish. This is a 

maintenance service for all-over bright 
blonde hair with no dimension. Glaze & 

Blowout included. 
  

CORRECTIVE COLOR 
$150 PER HOUR


THE DARK SIDE 
S: $280  |  L: $325  |  XL: $370


This service was created to take artificially 
light hair back to a rich darker color. This 
service is done by filling the light hair with 
warmth before adding the final permanent 

rich pigment. Blowout included.


ACCENT BLONDING 
$120


 For those looking to add a little spice to their 
color. Create fun pops of color and unique 

dimensions with this technique using minimal 
foils. Glaze & Blowout included.


FASHION COLOR ADD-ON 
PARTIAL: +$50 | FULL: +$100


Semi-permanent add-on for fun vibrant or 
pastel hues that create the most beautifully 

striking color.  

GOLDWELL BOND PRO ADD-ON 
+$50


Goldwells hair bond-fortifier that can be 
added to any lightening or permanent 

coloring service to ensure a healthy and 
fabulous end result. A highly recommended 

add-on for compromised hair.  


